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2019 COLOR FORECAST
CALLS FOR CONNECTION,
COMFORT, AND JOY

Pantone Announces its
2019 Color of the Year
with Trending Palettes
by Karen LeBlanc

As a counterpoint to our digitally saturated lives, color trends for 2019 embrace
flesh tones that evoke a human touch and softer, mid-tone pastels that soothe.
There’s also a playful side to color in 2019 with palettes expressing an
exuberance for life as an antidote to stressful times and a counterintuitive
dynamic to color pairings where opposites attract to express unique styles.
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trend in home interiors dovetails with this
palette. “Design elements with earthy appeal
and a primal instinct that tie to organic matter and tactile connection add warmth and
celebrate craftsmanship,” Laura explains.
The look is about unique layering,
grained-pattern contours and natural
woven materials that enhance the coziness of a space with an artisanal aesthetic
and material authenticity.
WGSN, a trend forecasting agency, also
notes a drive to celebrate the handcrafted
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processes, honest material choices and traditional techniques. Natural materials such
as bamboo, wicker, seagrass, cane, straw, rattan and raffia are being used in more modern
ways, featuring simple lines and minimalist
forms, with an occasional accent of color.

COLOR FOR JOY:
Consumers also want joy in their living
spaces tinged with a nostalgic touch that
takes them back to the unbridled happiness of childhood. This year brings a rise
in powerful, positive and exuberant palettes styled as color mixing and maximalism. “There is a playful release in design
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COLOR TO ROOT US:
Our color choices for home furnishings in
2019 also arise from our desire for stabilizing tones that ground us in our living spaces. “Continued instability in our global
culture is feeding our desire for grounding
and warmth, leading us to rich, deep reds,
flavorful browns and spicy oranges,” Laurie
notes.
Pantone sees orange making a comeback
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from paler shades to striking fuchsias and

from its heyday in the 1970s, but grounded
with nourishing browns. Orange reemerges
in home interiors as darker shades such as
rust and smoky mandarin, pairing with
earthy browns such as chestnut and chocolate. “Oranges are tempered gradually,
increasing from petal softness to bright
flavors, while browns are more golden,” she
adds. Classico, a Pantone 2019 color palette, features basic and forever fashionable
color combinations of caramel-colored tan,
deep teal, burgundy and red apricot.
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With so much competing for our attention and a pervasive cultural anxiety, colors that center us and bring balance to our
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home interiors in 2019.
Karen LeBlanc is host of The Design Tourist
series. She travels the globe attending some
of the world’s premiere design events in search
of the latest trends, tastemakers and unique
finds. Learn more at thedesigntourist.com.
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lives will dictate the direction of design in

